Office 365 Security Assessment

Microsoft Office 365 opens new opportunities to
be more creative, productive, collaborative, and
to stay connected. Not only does adopting
Office 365 drive higher levels of innovation and
competitive advantage, but securing your Office
365 environment is essential to protecting the
confidentiality, integrity, and availability of
intellectual, customer, and personal information
stored in the cloud.

WTA Consulting can increase your business
continuity by keeping your organization
compliant and productive. We can determine if
you need help securing the front door. Most
organizations are constantly asking these
questions:
•

Is our information secure in the Office 365
environment?

•

Who has access, both internally and
externally?

•

What if unauthorized users compromise
account credentials?

•

How can we detect ransomware and other
malware in Office 365?

•

What do we need to do to maintain
compliance and data privacy policies?

Performing WTA Consulting’s O365 Security
Assessment can help keep you and your
organization’s data safe. WTA Consulting’s
experienced security consultants can configure
the following services to protect your
organization’s most important resources:
•
•
•
•
•

General Data Protection Regulation
Data Governance
Threat Management
Data Loss Prevention
Microsoft Secure Score

This structured engagement can help you
understand your security posture, identify gaps,
and prioritize a roadmap for security controls that
will reduce the risk of being breached. After our
consultants understand your security objectives,
they will provide recommendations to help you
balance security and productivity needs. Based on
those recommendations, consultants can work
with you to plan, prioritize, and implement a
strategy that works well with your organization to
close Office 365 gaps.
Office 365 Secure Score is a Microsoft security
analytics tool that helps increase understanding
and awareness of the Office 365 security features
and how they can be leveraged to improve your
overall security. WTA Consulting can perform reassessments using the Secure Score tool to
improve the security posture of your Office 365
environment.
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